
Our innovative and growing company is looking to fill the role of transition
manager. If you are looking for an exciting place to work, please take a look at the
list of qualifications below.

Responsibilities for transition manager

Anticipating internal and/or external business challenges and resistance to
change
Identifies potential areas of concern including compliance, quality control,
and vulnerabilities and risk
Provides transition leadership and support for new business opportunities in
pre-sales phases on large, complex and global deals at customer meetings,
presentations
Develops and owns transition communication plan to ensure consistent
understanding of transition progress vs
Provides expert problem management support to difficult implementation
issues and ensures root-cause analysis is conducted and a corrective action
plan is followed through with any learning applied for future benefit
Assesses and ensures team uses process to improve productivity/cost
productivity
Provides a focus on Service Level Agreement (SLA) definition and customer
satisfaction
Champions teamwork and knowledge sharing
Defines and ensures appropriate resources to form delivery team for new
service contracts
Provide transition leadership and support for new business opportunities in
pre-sales phases on large, complex and global deals at customer meetings,
presentations
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At least 5 years of experience with program/application transition
Responsible for end to end delivery of projects
Must have ability to work with a team with proven people management skills
& experience in managing multiple full scale projects
Work closely with the bid/project, 3rd party and service delivery teams
throughout the new business lifecycle and owning the project related issues
associated with the introduction of the service until the formal point of
handover to the Service Delivery team(s)
Develop and own transition communication plan to ensure consistent
understanding of transition progress vs
Provide expert problem management support to difficult implementation
issues and ensures root-cause analysis is conducted and a corrective action
plan is followed through with any learning applied for future benefit


